Amber mutants in gene 67 of phage T4. Effects on formation and shape determination of the head.
Two amber mutations in gene 67 of bacteriophage T4 were constructed by oligonucleotide-directed mutagenesis and the resulting mutated genes were recombined back into the phage genome and their phenotype was studied. The 67amK1 mutation is close to the amino terminus of the gene, and phage carrying this mutation are unable to form plaques on suppressor-negative hosts. A second mutation, 67amK2, which lies in the middle of the gene, three codons N-terminal to a proteolytic cleavage site, produces a small number of viable phage particles. In suppressor-negative hosts, both mutants produce polyheads and proheads. 67amK1 assembles only few proheads that have a disorganized core structure, as judged from thin sections of infected cells. The proheads and the mature phages of both mutants are mainly isometric rather than having the usual prolate shape. Depending on the 67 mutant and the host, between 20% and 73% of the particles that are produced are isometric, and 1 to 10% are two-tailed biprolate particles. 67amK2 phages grown on a supD suppressor strain that inserts serine in place of the wild-type leucine do not contain gp67* derived from gene product 67 (gp67) by proteolytic cleavage. This demonstrates the importance of the correct amino acid at this position in the protein. Other abnormalities in these 67amK2 phages are the presence of uncleaved scaffolding core proteins (IPIII and gp68), indicating a structural alteration in the prohead scaffold, resulting in only partial cleavage. In wild-type phages these proteins are found in the head only in the cleaved form. With double-mutants of 67 with mutations in the major shell protein gp23 no naked scaffolding cores were found, confirming the necessity of gp67 for the assembly or persistence of a "normal" core.